NORSEMAN A/C EXHAUST
TILE & DUCT

A/C EXHAUST TILE
& DUCT. BRIGHTER.
COOLER. STRONGER.
Norseman Portable A/C Exhaust Duct & Tile is an all-in-one
indoor A/C exhaust gear system designed for high performance.
Made from tear-resistant Advanced Woven Coated Polyethylene
(PE) fabric, this solid-tube duct has a smoother, more efficient
quieter airflow. The coated fabric stays white & bright with every
use and won’t discolour over time. We’ve made this duct easy
to use: its wider cuff and integrated cinch strap make it easier to
handle, and don’t require any additional tools to connect to your
duct.
Pair it with our new pair it with our lightweight ABS, and FR rated
ceiling tile. , with an innovative step flange design that is taller in
height and features a deeper flare to better secure duct to the tile.
Giving you a reliable and secure connection.
A/C Exhaust Tile & Duct is GEAR2PERFORM.

GEAR POINTS :

Features specifically designed to ensure Norseman
Gear outperforms on your next job site.

PROTECT

Exhausts warm exhaust air away from indoor settings while providing
cool, fresh air.

WITHSTAND

PE fabric is highly durable and resistant to tears. PVC Wear strip
prevents abrasive wear from perforating/damaging the duct.

RESIST

Advanced PE fabric resists UV rays, will not deteriorate or discolour over
time. Flame resistant, water repellent, mold and mildew resistant. Both tile
and duct meet Pass FR Testing to NFPA-701 standards

FIT

Available in 12”, 16” diameters with a 24”x24” ceiling tile duct.

DELIVER

Special coating reduces the internal coefficient of friction improving flow
rate. Delivers the maximum volume of air to where you need it. Fitted
ceiling tile gives professional look to temporary or long term installations.

GEAR INFORMATION:
Collar Configuration

Diameter

Length

Tile

Product number

Belted Cuff

12”

8’

24”x24”

451168

Belted Cuff

16”

8’

24”x24”'

451169

Contact your Norseman Sales Rep to see for yourself how our
A/C Exhaust Tile & Duct can work for you.

USA 1.844.667.7362
CANADA 1.800.268.1918

